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Global vulnerability of marine
mammals to global warming
Camille Albouy1*, Valentine Delattre2, Giulia Donati3,4, Thomas L. Frölicher5,6,
Severine Albouy-Boyer7, Marta Rufino8,9, Loïc Pellissier3,4, David Mouillot2 &
Fabien Leprieur2,10

Although extinctions due to climate change are still uncommon, they might surpass those caused by
habitat loss or overexploitation over the next few decades. Among marine megafauna, mammals fulfill
key and irreplaceable ecological roles in the ocean, and the collapse of their populations may therefore
have irreversible consequences for ecosystem functioning and services. Using a trait-based approach,
we assessed the vulnerability of all marine mammals to global warming under high and low greenhouse
gas emission scenarios for the middle and the end of the 21st century. We showed that the North Pacific
Ocean, the Greenland Sea and the Barents Sea host the species that are most vulnerable to global
warming. Future conservation plans should therefore focus on these regions, where there are long
histories of overexploitation and there are high levels of current threats to marine mammals. Among
the most vulnerable marine mammals were several threatened species, such as the North Pacific right
whale (Eubalaena japonica) and the dugong (Dugong dugon), that displayed unique combinations of
functional traits. Beyond species loss, we showed that the potential extinctions of the marine mammals
that were most vulnerable to global warming might induce a disproportionate loss of functional
diversity, which may have profound impacts on the future functioning of marine ecosystems worldwide.
During the past few decades, the Earth has entered a new era of rapid and potentially irreversible climate warming due to the positive radiative imbalances triggered by greenhouse gas emissions from human activities1,2. The
oceans have taken up 93% of the extra energy1 that has been accumulated in the Earth system in recent decades, and its temperature has increased much faster since 1991 than has been recorded previously2. In addition,
changes in ocean temperature also affect the sea level, sea ice extent and salinity (through changes in precipitation
and evaporation). All these changes were found to have negative impacts on marine biota3,4 and especially on
marine mammals (e.g.5–10).
One of the most common responses of marine mammals to temperature changes is shifts in their spatial
distributions, which could result in modifications of the ranges of the species (e.g.11–13). For example, Bryde’s
whales (Balaenoptera brydei), a widely spread subtropical and tropical species, was increasingly detected in the
cooler waters off southern California during the period from 2000–201014. In contrast, the white-beaked dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirostris), a cold-water species, has reduced its range and is declining in abundance12. As
mentioned by Elliott & Simmonds12, geography could constrain species with low dispersal ability to a particular
area. For example, the distribution of an endemic species of porpoise, the vaquita (Phocoena sinus), is limited to
the northern end of the Gulf of California. Changes in water temperatures could alter the life cycles of the prey
of marine mammal and provoke mismatches between the abundance of prey and those of marine mammals.
This situation could be particularly critical for migratory species that travel long distances between feeding and
breeding areas12 and species that depend on prey as a source of protein for lactation or for weaned calves12,15.
The increase in ocean temperatures could also affect the reproductive success of marine mammals, as has been
reported for female sperm whales, which have lower conception rates after long exposure to higher sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) than usual. Finally, increases in ocean temperatures can have direct impacts on the survival
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rates of marine mammals (e.g.16,17) by increasing the stress of organisms, fostering the development of pathogens13 and increasing the propagation of pathogens to new species by causing species to experience range shifts13.
Despite the large potential impacts of ocean warming on marine mammals, the global vulnerability of marine
mammals to global warming is poorly understood. This is an important knowledge gap because 37% of marine
mammals are currently considered endangered by the IUCN (3 species are labeled as critically endangered, 13
as endangered and 12 as vulnerable18,19). In addition, marine mammals are important drivers of ecosystem functioning13 and fulfill key ecological roles worldwide, mostly via trophic dynamics due to their role as consumers at
most trophic levels and their role in nutrient cycling (e.g.20–24).
Given the substantial observed and projected decline in Arctic sea ice cover1, it has been generally assumed
that Arctic marine mammals were the most vulnerable in the face of climate change (e.g.20,25,26). However, marine
mammals living in temperate regions could also be negatively affected as warmer sea temperatures can modify
the phytoplankton blooms in spring and deregulate the whole food chain by reducing the amount of input energy
in the ecosystem20. Identifying the most vulnerable species worldwide under projected global warming and the
regions where these species are concentrated could be useful for the prioritization of species-level conservation
plans (e.g.27,28). Furthermore, exploring the potential consequences of climate change at the assemblage level
would enable the assessment of the potential losses of species diversity and allow planning of better conservation
strategies. To that end, this level of investigation often requires going beyond species richness as this metric fails to
consider that species may have different ecological roles and evolutionary heritages (see29). Thus, focusing on the
functional and phylogenetic components of biodiversity should be preferred to provide an integrated approach
for biodiversity conservation30–33. Phylogenetic diversity reflects the evolutionary history of a given assemblage
and is important for explaining the role of species interactions and biogeographic histories in structuring communities34. Functional diversity enables the quantification of the value and range of species traits that influence
the performances of certain species and thus the ecosystem functioning35. Hence, measuring phylogenetic and
functional diversity together as complementary components of biodiversity is essential for understanding the
complete structures, compositions and dynamics of natural communities36–39.
In this study, we assessed the vulnerability of marine mammals under future global warming using a
trait-based approach25,40,41 (see Supplementary Methods 1 and 2). We first built a global index of the intrinsic sensitivity of all marine mammals to global warming, i.e., the magnitude of the species-specific responses to ocean
warming from the inherent biological and ecological features. We then proposed an exposure index that would
quantify the magnitude of ocean warming within a the geographical range of a species using the projections from
11 different global Earth system models under two future greenhouse gas emission scenarios: a low greenhouse
gas emission scenario (Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 2.6 with a radiative forcing of 2.6 in the year
2100), and a high greenhouse gas emission scenario (RCP8.5). We used sea surface temperature (SST) as a proxy
for ocean warming as this variable was found to be a good predictor of marine mammal distributions42–44. Finally,
we derived a vulnerability index as the product of the intrinsic sensitivity and the exposure to ocean warming33.
From this index, we also identified the global geographic hotspots of marine mammal vulnerability to global
warming. Finally, we assessed the effects of the potential extinctions caused by climate change on the phylogenetic
and functional diversity of marine mammals. For this, we compared several scenarios by removing species either
at random or according to their vulnerability to global warming or their IUCN Red List extinction risk.

Methods

Intrinsic sensitivity to global warming. We evaluated the intrinsic sensitivity of marine mammal species
to ocean warming using a trait-based approach40,45–48. The species sensitivity to ocean warming was defined as
the inability of the species to persist in its habitat40,48. Based on an extensive review of the literature, we compiled
information on fifteen traits in five main categories (feeding, habitat, reproduction, social behavior and biology) for 123 marine mammal species (see full description in Supplementary Method 1)28. First, we considered
the traits that have been commonly used in climate change vulnerability assessments40 and for a wide range of
taxa (see40,45–48, i.e., the three dimensions of rarity49: geographical range-related variable50, diet specialization and
habitat specialization, which reflect the plasticity of a species51). Second, we accounted for specific traits that are
known to mediate the sensitivity of marine mammals to climate change, such as traits related to reliance on pack
ice25. Several traits specific to habitat requirements were obtained through analysis of the IUCN geographical
range data (http://iucnredlist.org) and the Bio-ORACLE raster environmental spatial data (http://www.oracle.
ugent.be; see Supplementary Method 1 for more details).
To provide a quantitative ranking of species sensitivity to global warming, we extended the methodology
proposed by25, in which each considered trait was associated with specific quantitative ranking criteria that were
evaluated on a three-point scale (with 0 being the least sensitive and 2 being the most sensitive). The ranks of the
quantitative traits were evaluated by dividing the ranges of the values into three equal parts. For those quantitative
traits, we performed a statistical sensitivity test on the variation of ranks from 1% to 33% (see Supplementary
Method 2). When considering the qualitative traits, the modalities were ranked according to the relative influence of each modality on sensitivity to ocean warming. For example, epipelagic feeders are expected to be more
sensitive to ocean warming than benthic or mesopelagic feeders since the upper layer of oceans are more exposed
to warming than the deep layers1 (Table S1). Hence, the epipelagic modality of the ‘habitat vertical specialization’
trait was labeled as 2 (most sensitive), while the benthic and mesopelagic modalities were both labeled as 1, and
the habitat-generalist species were 0 (least sensitive). The sum of all trait values (between 0 and 2) resulted in an
overall species-specific sensitivity ranking that allowed direct comparison between species. The resulting values
were then divided by the maximum sensitivity value to set the sensitivity index between 0 (least sensitive species)
and 1 (most sensitive species).
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Exposure and vulnerability to climate change.

The vulnerability of the species to global warming (V)
was defined as the product of the intrinsic sensitivity (S) multiplied by the exposure (P)40:
V=P×S

Through this method, a species that was intrinsically sensitive to global warming would be considered vulnerable only if it was actually exposed to any change in temperature within its geographical range. Exposure
was defined as the magnitude of the changes in SST within the geographical range of each species between the
baseline in the present-day period (1971–2000) and the values in a near-future period (2030–2059) and a period
at the end of 21st century (2070–2099)52. To assess the uncertainties in the models and scenarios, we used 11 different Earth system models that participated in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP553)
and that were run for the 1861–2100 period under the historical, RCP8.5 and RCP2.6 scenarios54. We regridded
the model output data onto a regular 1° × 1° grid (∼10,000 km²) by using the Krige function of the R package
gstat. We selected the following CMIP5 ESMs: MRI-CGCM3, IPSL-CM5A-LR, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M,
IPSL-CM5A-MR, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-LR, GFDL-CM3, CSIRO, and CanESM2. We selected high and low
greenhouse gas emission scenarios among the set of RCPs that were run with the CMIP5 models to explore the
impacts of different socioeconomic climate policies on the climatic projections55. RCP8.5 is a high-carbon emission, business-as-usual scenario with a net radiative forcing of 8.5 W/m2 by 2100 and a simulated global atmospheric surface temperature change of approximately 3.7 ± 0.7 °C relative to the temperature from 1986–2005.
RCP2.6 is a strong emission mitigation scenario with a global mean net radiative forcing of 2.6 W/m2 by 2100 and
a simulated global atmospheric surface temperature change of approximately 1.0 ± 0.4 °C56 relative to 1986–2005.
The Earth system model output was regridded onto a regular 1° × 1° grid (∼10,000 km²) using the Krige function
of the R package gstat, and we extracted the average value of the SST for both the baseline records and the projected SST from each model and for the two emissions scenarios.
We then calculated the changes in the SST at the global scale within the geographical range of each species
from the baseline to the two future periods for both the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios. We downloaded the geographical range maps from the IUCN (http://www.iucnredlist.org) for the 123 studied species and then derived
a presence/absence matrix by overlapping the geographical ranges and counting how many species occurred
in each grid cell (1° × 1° grid cells). To quantify the degree of exposure to ocean warming at the species level,
the distributions of the absolute values of δ SST were divided into three equal parts according to statistical considerations. The lowest category was coded as 0, the middle category as 1 and the upper as 2. For each species
geographical range that was divided into grid cells (1° × 1°), we counted the relative number of cells occurring in
each category and deducted the exposure value according to the following equation:
P=a×0+b×1+c×2

where a, b and c are the percentage of cells in the lower, middle and upper categories, respectively. This index
accounts for the heterogeneity in δ SST throughout the geographical range of a species and is independent of
the geographical range size. Consequently, a species that will face great temperature changes (either increases or
decreases) in a large proportion of its range was categorized as highly exposed to climate change, while a species
that will likely face lower δ SST within its whole range was categorized as less exposed.

Diversity erosion scenarios. We investigated the potential erosion of marine mammal diversity under
global warming through two complementary biodiversity components: the phylogenetic and functional diversities. Phylogenetic diversity was measured with the PD index57 as the minimum total length of all the phylogenetic
branches required to represent a given set of taxa on the phylogenetic tree57. The PD calculation was applied to a
pruned supertree of mammals58. However, this supertree contained a large number of polytomies, which implied
potentially poor branch length estimates in parts of the tree. To account for this phylogenetic uncertainty in our
analyses, we also quantified PD using 100 trees that were chosen at random from the Bayesian posterior distribution of the fully resolved trees that were generated by a polytomy resolver59.
The functional diversity was quantified using an index of functional richness (FRic60). The FRic index relies
on a multidimensional Euclidean space where the axes are functional traits (or factorial axes from a principal
coordinates analysis (PCoA) computed using these traits) along which species are placed according to their trait
values60. This index measures the volume of the functional space that is occupied by a given species assemblage
by calculating the convex hull volume, which is defined by the species at the vertices of the functional space that
encompasses the entire trait space filled by all species in the assemblage60. To calculate the FRic index, we used
13 functional traits, i.e., main diet, foraging depth range, foraging location, fasting strategy, female sexual maturity, weaning, gestation length, interval between litters, breeding sites, social group size, social behavior, adult
maximum body mass and sexual dimorphism (see28 for full details). These traits covered five functions of marine
mammals (i.e., feeding, reproduction, habitat, social behavior and intrinsic biology) and reflected the trade-offs
in resource allocation20. The pairwise functional distances between the species were computed using Gower’s distance, which allows the mixing of different types of variables while weighting the functional traits in order to give
equal weight to each function (i.e., reproduction, social behavior, biology, feeding and habitat). Then, a principal
coordinates analysis (PCoA) was performed using this functional distance matrix61. According to the metric
proposed by62 to evaluate the quality of a functional space (i.e., the extent to which it is a faithful representation of
the initial functional trait values), we retained the first four principal axes of the PCoA to build the multidimensional functional space. We preferred to use the FRic index instead of the FD index, which is based on a functional
dendrogram, as a recent study showed that the FD index may lead to biased assessments of functional diversity
and inaccurate ecological conclusions62. In addition, additional analyses showed that the distances derived from
a UPGMA dendrogram did not faithfully represent the initial Gower’s distances.
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For each diversity index (PD and FRic), the diversity was initially measured for the global pool of marine
mammals. Extinctions were simulated by removing individual species from the global pool and then recalculating
the diversity of the remaining pool. The order of the species to be removed from the global pool varied among
four types of scenario. First, we developed a vulnerability scenario in which the order of the simulated extinctions
was given by the ranking of the vulnerability of a species to climate change, where the most vulnerable species
were assumed to go extinct first. Second, we constructed 999 random scenarios in which the order of the species
to be removed from the pool was chosen randomly. We computed the mean and SD values of these scenarios.
Third, we implemented a scenario that coupled the IUCN classification and the ranking of vulnerability to climate change, and we simulated extinctions by ordering the groups of species according to the IUCN categories
(i.e., critically endangered (CR), endangered (EN), vulnerable (VU), near threatened (NT), least concern (LC)
and data deficient (DD)). Within each group of species in the same IUCN category, the species were ranked
according to their vulnerabilities to climate change. Hence, the species that was simulated to go extinct first was
the most vulnerable to climate change among those classified as critically endangered. Finally, we implemented
999 random IUCN scenarios where extinction was predicted by ordering the groups of species according to the
IUCN categories. We randomized the order of species removal within each group. We used the mean and SD for
the graphical representation.

Functional and phylogenetic originality.

To explore whether the most vulnerable species to climate
change were the most “original” from a functional or phylogenetic point of view, we calculated two distinct metrics. First, we quantified the phylogenetic originality (or evolutionary distinctiveness) of each species using a
metric that represented the relative contributions of the species to the phylogenetic diversity63. We calculated the
mean evolutionary distinctiveness per species using the 100 resolved phylogenetic trees. Second, we derived the
functional originality of each species from Gower’s distance matrix36. This metric was calculated as the distance
between each species and its nearest neighbor in the functional space and hence represented the degree of the
isolation of a species in the functional space occupied by a given assemblage36.

Results

Projected climate change.

The CMIP5 Earth system models project an increase in global SST of
0.7 ± 0.51 °C (RCP2.6) and 2 ± 1.3 °C (RCP8.5), on average, between the baseline period (1971–2000) and the end
of the 21st century (2070–2099). However, the projected increase in SST will not be homogeneous throughout the
world ocean (see Figs. S1–S3 for the period 2030–2059). For example, by the end of the century and according to
the RCP85 scenario, the Barents Sea, the Bering Sea and the Tasmanian Sea are projected to experience increases
in SST of up to 4.5 °C, while other regions such as the Labrador Sea or the Southern Ocean are projected to show
low levels of warming or even decreasing SSTs (Figs. S1, S2).

Sensitivity, exposure and vulnerability to climate change. The index of sensitivity to ocean warm-

ing, which ranged ranging from 0 to 1, was based on fifteen species traits reflecting the biological and demographic responses of marine mammals to climate change (see Methods and Supplementary Method 1). The
sensitivity of the species to ocean warming (S) ranged from 0.35 to 1 (see Fig. S4; Table S2), with a mean value
of 0.69 (sd = 0.12). The walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) and the North Pacific right whale (Eubalaena japonica)
were the most sensitive species (S = 1), followed by the gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus; S = 0.92), the crabeater
seal (Lobodon Carcinophaga; S = 0.92), the North Atlantic right whale (Eubalena glacialis, S = 0.88), the dugong
(Dugong dugon, S = 0.88) and the narwhal (Monodon Monoceros; S = 0.88; Table S2).
At the end of the 21st century, according to the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively, the exposure of the
species to climate change ranged from 0 (not exposed to SST variation throughout the geographic range of the
species between the baseline period and the end of the century) to 0.92 and 1.2 (most exposed to ocean warming),
with mean values of 0.34 and 0.62, respectively (see Fig. S4; Tables S2, S3).
Combining the sensitivity and exposure indices allowed us to assess the vulnerability of marine mammals to
global warming. This was best exemplified by the whale species belonging to the Eubalaena genus. For example,
the North Pacific right whale (Eubalaena japonica) and the southern right whale (Eubalaena australis) were both
highly sensitive to climate change according to their intrinsic biological and ecological characteristics but showed
contrasting exposure to climate change within their current geographical ranges (Fig. 1). In fact, the North Pacific
right whale would be more exposed to climate change at the end of the 21st century than the southern right
whale according to both RCP scenarios, which makes the former species more vulnerable to global warming
(Fig. 1). Overall, at the end of the century, the vulnerability index ranged from 0 to 0.74 and 1.06, according to the
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively, with mean values of 0.14 (±0.12 sd) and 0.42 (±0.22 sd) (see Fig. S4;
Tables S2, S3).
At the end of the 21st century, the ranking of the 20 most vulnerable species based on the RCP8.5 scenario
reveals the overrepresentation of IUCN-recognized endangered or vulnerable species (endangered = 40%, vulnerable = 15%) compared to the RCP2.6 scenario (RCP2.6: endangered = 5%, vulnerable = 5%; Fig. 2a). Despite
these differences, the North Pacific right whale (Eubalaena japonica) and the gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus)
were found to be the most vulnerable species to ocean warming according to both RCP scenarios (Fig. 2a). The
vulnerability of a species to ocean warming had no phylogenetic signal (Pagel λ <0.1 regardless of the RCP scenario and the time period considered; values obtained from over 100 resolved phylogenetic trees), indicating that
future climatic impacts were not clustered within particular lineages of marine mammals.
At the end of the 21st century and for both RCP scenarios, no clear relationship was found between the vulnerabilities of different species to ocean warming and their levels of evolutionary distinctiveness, which represented
their relative contributions to the evolutionary history (or phylogenetic diversity) in the global marine mammal
fauna (Spearman rank correlation test, RCP2.6: ρ = 0.045, p = 0.63; RCP8.5: ρ = 0.025, p = 0.78; see Figs. 2b and
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Figure 1. Projected climate change within the geographical species ranges. Projected climate change within
the geographical range of the North Pacific right whale (a) and the Southern right whale. (b) Colors show the
magnitudes of the difference in the mean sea surface temperature between the baseline period (1971–2000) and
the end of the century (2070–2099) according to the RCP8.5 scenario. The geographical range is represented
in bright colors that contrast with the dark background. These maps and barplots allow visualization of the
exposure, i.e., the degree of climate change (either warming for positive values of SST or cooling for negative
values) that a species is likely to face within its range. Maps were created using R 3.6.0 software (https://www.rproject.org/).
S5). Nonetheless, a few species were simultaneously highly vulnerable to climate change and evolutionarily distinct (Fig. 2b), namely, the dugong (Dugong dugon), the African manatee (Trichechus senegalensis) and the Florida
manatee (Trichechus manatus). Moreover, these three species are classified as vulnerable according to the IUCN
Red List.
Similarly, no clear relationship was found between the vulnerabilities of different species to ocean warming
and their levels of functional originality (i.e., the degree of uniqueness of the species traits in the global pool
of marine mammals) for both RCP scenarios at the end of the 21st century (Spearman rank correlation test,
RCP2.6: ρ = 0.17, p = 0.07; RCP8.5: ρ = 0.011, p = 0.21; Fig. S5). However, contrary to the results for evolutionary
distinctiveness, 9 and 17 species were both vulnerable to climate change and functionally distinct according to
the RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios, respectively, at the end of the 21st century. In the RCP8.5 scenario, 3 of the 17
species were classified as endangered, 10 as least concern, 1 as near threatened and 3 as vulnerable. For example,
the North Pacific right whale (Eubalaena japonica), the gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus), the dugong (Dugong
dugon), the northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris) and the walrus (Odobenus rosmarus) were both vulnerable to climate change and functionally unique (Figs. 2c and S5). Two of these species were considered to be
endangered or vulnerable according to the IUCN Red List, namely, the North Pacific right whale and the dugong,
respectively.
When considering the vulnerability of marine mammals to global warming at the assemblage level, our results
showed a latitudinal gradient for both RCP scenarios at the end of the 21st century (Fig. 3c,d). The mean vulnerability to climate change was found to be higher in the northern hemisphere, peaking at the 57°5′ and 56°5′
latitudes for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5, respectively. The areas with the highest mean vulnerabilities to climate change
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Figure 2. Vulnerability of marine mammals to climate change. (a) Ranking of the 20 most vulnerable marine
mammals to climate change according to two RCP scenarios: RCP2.6 (left) and RCP8.5 (right). The current
IUCN status is indicated by a color range from red (critically endangered) to light blue (least concern) and
the data deficient status is shown in violet. (b) Relationship between the intrinsic sensibility of each marine
mammal to climate change and its exposure to projected climate change within its geographical range according
to the RCP8.5 scenario. Each bubble is proportional to the level of functional originality (i.e., the measure of
the extent to which a given species is functionally unique among the global marine mammal fauna). In the
top right corner, the drawings of the most vulnerable species also display the highest levels of evolutionary
distinctiveness, namely, the dugong, the African manatee and the Florida manatee. (c) Relationship between
the intrinsic sensitivity of each marine mammal to climate change and its exposure to projected climate change
within its geographical range according to the RCP8.5 scenario. Each bubble is proportional to the level of
evolutionary distinctiveness (i.e., which represents the relative contribution of a species to the evolutionary
history of the global marine mammal fauna). In the top right corner, the drawings of the most vulnerable
species also display the species with highest levels of functional originality, namely, the North Pacific right
whale, the gray whale, the dugong, the Northern elephant seal and the walrus.
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Figure 3. Projected changes in sea surface temperatures and the associated vulnerabilities of marine mammals.
Projected changes in the sea surface temperature between the baseline period (1971–2000) and the end of the
century (2070–2099) following the RCP2.6 (a) and RCP8.5 (b) scenarios as simulated by 11 different CMIP5
Earth system models (MRI-CGCM3, IPSL-CM5A-LR, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-MR,
MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM-LR, GFDL-CM3, CSIRO, CanESM2). Local assemblage-level vulnerability of marine
mammals to climate change for the period (2070–2099) based on (c) the RCP26 scenario and (d) the RCP8.5
scenario. To evaluate the vulnerability of marine mammals to climate change at the assemblage level, we
averaged the vulnerability of each species in each grid cell (1° × 1° grid ells, ∼10,000 km²). Maps were created
using R 3.6.0 software (https://www.r-project.org/).

were the Baltic, Black and Caspian Seas; the Bering Sea; the area along the Japanese coast; and the northern part
of the Pacific Ocean along the Canadian and American coasts (Figs. 3c,d, and S3 for the period from 2030–2059).

Scenarios of functional and phylogenetic diversity erosion. Regardless of the considered RCP, the
vulnerability scenarios that consists of removing species from the global pool of marine mammals according to
their level of vulnerability to climate change (i.e., from the most to the least vulnerable species), showed a faster
decreases in functional diversity (i.e., the amount of functional trait space occupied by the species, as measured by
the FRic index50) than would be expected by chance by the end of the 21st century (Figs. 4a,b and S6 for the period
2030–2059). For example, the extinction of the top 20 most vulnerable marine mammals as a result of climate
change, according to the RCP8.5 scenario, would induce a functional diversity loss of approximately 20% (Fig. 4a)
and a decrease of 13% compared with a random loss.
The vulnerability-IUCN scenario, which consisted of removing species according to their vulnerabilities to
climate change by considering the IUCN status, showed that the extinctions of species within the least concern
category would induce a faster loss of functional diversity than expected by a random scenario of species removal
within each IUCN category (Figs. 4b and S6). Finally, the removal of the most vulnerable species, based on both
RCP scenarios for the end of the 21st century, showed that the loss of phylogenetic diversity would not be different than expected with random extinctions (Figs. 4c and S6). Similar results were found when considering the
IUCN-vulnerability scenario (Figs. 4d and S6).

Discussion

Marine mammals are threatened both directly and indirectly by different human activities, such as fishing,
whale watching, vessel collisions, acoustic disturbance, pollution, and modification or loss of available habitats64.
Consequently, 37% of marine mammals are already included in the IUCN Red List (3 species are labeled as critically endangered, 13 as endangered and 12 as vulnerable65). However, the marine mammal vulnerability to global
warming has never been assessed at the species and global levels. Here, using a species-level trait-based approach,
we showed that many marine mammal species distributed across the northern hemisphere and belonging to different taxonomic groups (e.g., whales, dolphins and seals) were highly vulnerable to global warming (Fig. 3), even
under a strong mitigation scenario (i.e., RCP2.6), which, according to the CMIP5 simulations, gives a two in three
chance of limiting global warming to below 2 °C. A key finding from our study was that the North Pacific, which
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Figure 4. Scenario of the potential loss of functional richness and phylogenetic diversity in the global marine
mammal fauna. Potential loss of functional richness (a,b) and phylogenetic diversity (c,d) in the global marine
mammal fauna according to the RCP8.5 scenario for the end of the century (2070–2099). The upper graphs
(a,b) show two erosion scenarios; one was repeated 999 times with a randomly selected order of species
extinctions (dark continuous line) and is shown with the corresponding standard deviation, while the second
had the species extinctions occur in order of their vulnerabilities to climate change (green continuous line). The
lower graphs (c,d) show two random erosion scenarios. One was repeated 999 times with a randomly selected
order of species extinctions (dark continuous line) and a second where the species were grouped according
to their IUCN categories (critically endangered (CR), endangered (EN), vulnerable (VU), near threatened
(NT), least concern (LC) and data deficient (DD)) prior to randomization. Finally, the lower graph presents a
scenario (“Vulnerability & IUCN”, multicolor line) with the species grouped by IUCN categories and placed
in decreasing order within each group according to their vulnerabilities to climate change. The ranking of the
species differs between each pair of vulnerability scenarios, preventing direct comparison.

has already been identified as a hotspot of human threats for marine mammals19,64, is also a hotpot of vulnerability
to global warming for this group. This implies that marine mammals in this region face double jeopardy from
both human activities (e.g., marine traffic, pollution and offshore oil and gas development) and global warming,
with potential additive or synergetic effects and as a result, these ecosystems face irreversible consequences for
marine ecosystem functioning.
The marine mammals that are the most sensitive to climate change generally show marked feeding and habitat
specialization, as well as reduced or fragmented geographical ranges (e.g., the dugong Dugong dugon and the walrus Odobenus rosmarus), which is consistent with the results of earlier studies that focused on diverse terrestrial
and marine organisms25,40,66–68. Dependence on sea ice also seems to be a common denominator for many of the
most sensitive marine mammals that are most sensitive to climate change25 (e.g., the polar bear Ursus maritimus
and the beluga whale Delphinapterus leucas).
By definition, the vulnerability index was higher for species that were both sensitive and exposed to global
warming. The most vulnerable species according to both future RCP scenarios was the North Pacific right whale
(Eubalaena japonica). This species has already been identified by the IUCN as an endangered species because of
the absence of evidence of a recovering trend and the extremely low estimated number of individuals (~400 in the
Okhotsk Sea and ~100 in the rest of the North Pacific)69. While historically common in many areas of the North
Pacific and Bering Sea, the North Pacific right whale was strongly depleted by intensive whaling in the mid-19th
century70. The second most vulnerable species was the gray whale (Eschrichtius robustus), which is classified as
least concern by the IUCN, as its population size has been estimated to be above the threshold for the threatened
category and the eastern subpopulation has increased over the last three generations71. However, the gray whale
subpopulations in the western North Pacific are listed as critically endangered by the IUCN. Indeed, decades
of commercial whaling led to the complete collapse of this subpopulation in much of its historical range. The
Pacific right whale and the gray whale were also found to be functionally unique, i.e., with unique combinations
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of functional traits. Their potential extinction could have large consequences on marine ecosystem functioning72.
For example, the gray whale can resuspend large amounts of sediment and nutrients in the water column, which
in turn enhances nutrient cycling and brings some benthic crustaceans that serve as food for seabirds to the ocean
surface73. For this species, a recent study showed that dispersal occurred between the eastern North Pacific and
the North Atlantic during the Pleistocene and Holocene warming periods63, following the opening of the Bering
Strait. While this study suggests that climate warming may create favorable thermal conditions in the North
Atlantic, where the gray whale was historically present, it remains uncertain if the eastern Pacific population will
be able to establish a persistent population in the North Atlantic over a long time period. As suggested by74, the
northern limit of the range of this species is only occupied during the summer months, and individuals following the traditional migratory routes may have limited movement through the Bering Strait. Then, the ongoing
opening of the Northwest Passage, which is a consequence of climate warming, has created new opportunities
for marine traffic and gas and oil activities, which may negatively impact gray whale migrations73,74. Overall, the
gray whale and the Pacific right whale should be of particular concern for conservation prioritization given their
high levels of vulnerability to climate change, their high functional originality and the current threats that they
are facing.
For some species, such as the dugong or the walrus, the level of vulnerability differed between the RCP2.6 and
the RCP8.5 scenarios. Both species were shown to be highly sensitive to climate change but not highly exposed,
according to the RCP2.6 scenarios (see Appendices 6 and 7). In contrast, under the RCP8.5 high emission scenario, these two species would be intensively exposed to global warming and hence would be highly vulnerable
(see Appendices 6 and 7). This result highlights that economic and political decisions towards the reduction of
CO2 emissions and the mitigation of global warming can have serious consequences for the level of threat a species will face. This is particularly important because these species, while not classified in the top 20 most vulnerable species, were shown to be highly distinct in their evolutionary histories, in the case of the dugong (Fig. 2b),
and in their traits, in the case of the walrus (Fig. 2c). Thus, the extinction of these species could provoke the loss
of unique and important evolutionary lineages as well as a disruption in ecosystem functioning.
Among the top 20 most vulnerable species to climate change, some are still abundant within their geographical ranges and have shown no evidence of population declines, according to the IUCN. This is particularly the
case for the spotted seal (Phoca largha) or the Pacific white-sided dolphin (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens), which
are classified as least concern (Fig. 2a). Several species are also classified as data deficient, such as Baird’s beaked
whale (Berardius bairdii). For these species, we recommend considering their potential vulnerabilities to climate
change when setting their IUCN statuses. This is even more critical than the potential extinction of the most vulnerable species within the least concern IUCN category, which may lead to a disproportional loss of functional
diversity (Fig. 4b) and could ultimately disrupt marine ecosystem functioning75. More generally, it would be
particularly useful to consider the level of vulnerability to climate change when evaluating the IUCN statuses of
marine mammals to implement mitigation actions on species that are not currently threatened (or have insufficient data) but that could be threatened in the near future76.
Scaling up our vulnerability analysis to the species assemblage level showed that, regardless of the RCP scenario, the North Pacific Ocean, Greenland Sea and Barents Sea (Fig. 3c,d) hosted the marine mammals that were
most vulnerable to global warming. Indeed, these regions might face the strongest effects from global warming
under both emissions scenarios (Fig. 3a,b) and have already undergone temperature increases 2–3 times higher
than the changes to the global mean surface temperature over the past 150 years1. These regions should therefore
be of particular concern for spatial monitoring for the conservation of marine mammals. Indeed, there are multiple threats to the marine mammals77 in the North Pacific Ocean, the Greenland Sea and the Barents Sea, such
as marine traffic and offshore oil and gas exploitation that are known to impact cetaceans, such as through ocean
noise pollution. These current threats could have additive or synergetic effects with climate change, which may
therefore increase the overall vulnerability of marine mammals. In that context, future studies should focus on
evaluating whether the combined effects of habitat loss, marine pollution and climate change are greater than the
effects of each threat individually, which is challenging but crucial for providing effective conservation actions for
marine mammals. In addition, these studies should consider the use of a finer spatial resolution to account for the
species-habitat relationships (e.g.,78), which is required to evaluate the potential impacts of climate change on the
regional spatial distributions of marine mammals.
Our results also suggested that the potential extinction of the marine mammals that are most vulnerable
to global warming may lead to a disproportionate loss of functional diversity in the global marine mammal
fauna (Fig. 4a); many of the most vulnerable species displaying a high level of functional originality (see Fig. S6).
This projected loss of functional diversity may ultimately threaten marine ecosystem stability and service provisioning33,75. Similar findings have been reported for birds77,79 and marine fishes80 under climate change scenarios. These findings have a particular resonance in the context of the recent geological past. During the
Plio-Pleistocene, large climatic oscillations and sea level changes caused numerous extinctions among the global
marine megafauna, which directly induced an important loss of functional diversity that was not fully compensated by the evolution of new genera81. Marine megafauna have therefore been more sensitive to past environmental changes than previously assumed82, which implies that future climate change could pose a great challenge
for large marine animals, especially mammals. However, our findings should be extended by downscaling our
approach to a finer spatial resolution to assess the potential effects of climate change on the functional trait compositions of the local assemblages (for marine fishes80 and for birds79), which could have useful applications for
prioritization in spatial conservation planning.
While the trait-based approach used in this study has the advantage of coupling the magnitude of climate
change that a species would experience (exposure) with its intrinsic ability to tolerate changing climate (sensitivity), it nevertheless has some limitations. First, we did not consider the adaptive capacity of species to avoid the
negative impacts of ocean warming through dispersal or microevolutionary changes40,41. However, the intrinsic
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and extrinsic abilities of marine mammals to colonize new favorable habitats and to avoid the impacts of ocean
warming11 are poorly documented (but see73). For example, the population size that is often used as an indicator
of adaptive capacity (i.e., species that are numerous should have more options for adapting or reestablishing
themselves in local or new areas25) is not uniform among all marine mammals. We therefore decided to focus
on the sensitivity and exposure dimensions to avoid biasing our assessment towards the most studied marine
mammals. Nevertheless, we recognize that adaptive capacity is an important component of climate change vulnerability40,41, and we encourage future studies on marine mammals to focus on this issue. Second, when estimating exposure to global warming, we did not consider all components of the oceanic conditions under projected
climate change scenarios, such as the loss of ice sea cover or changes in prey availability, which also influence the
distributions of marine mammals82. We did not include the changes in Arctic sea ice cover because the CMIP5
models do not adequately represent the observed loss of Arctic sea ice cover over the last few decades, i.e., they
largely underestimate this loss83. Our results should also be interpreted in the ligth of CMIP5 climate models that
do not include the effects of meltwater from the ice sheets and ice shelves of Antarctica84. In addition, the projections of prey availability under climate change are currently not available at the global scale. We therefore encourage the development of climatic – biological coupled models, such as the “Model of Intermediate Complexity for
Ecosystem Assessments” (MICE), which links krill and whale population dynamics with climate change drivers
(i.e., changes in sea surface temperature, primary productivity and sea ice). For example, a MICE for the Southern
Ocean was developed82 and showed that the projected declines in several whale species by 2100 could be the consequences of reduced prey from warming and increased interspecific competition between whale species. This
modelling approach would complement to our trait-based approach by providing a mechanistic understanding
of the vulnerabilities of various species to climate change.

Data availability

All traits data used to evaluate the species sensibilty to climate change along with presence absence matrix and the
phylogenetical trees are available: https://figshare.com/articles/Input_data_for_Global_vulnerability_of_marine_
mammals_to_global_warming_/11323304.
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